The integrated intensity ratio of the absorption of the major chirality peak to the sum of all chirality peaks was calculated for 12 (n,m) species using PeakFit software. Vertical dashed lines correspond to the center positions of the pair of E ij transitions. The optical transitions corresponding to Δn = 0 and Δn = ±1 are denoted as purple and green strips, respectively. DGU [6] 88 36 55 83 66 46 40 -34 48 --DNA wrapping [7] -80 70 90 -90 90 60 90 90 --Gel: repeated overloading [8] 46 -56 93 89 88 39 46 63 94 69 -Gel: temp. control [9] 66 -52 91 -58 --71 73 --
Supplementary Methods
Separation using different SDS concentrations in the first separation.
To obtain single-chiral SWCNT enantiomers that could not be adsorbed in 3% SDS, the SDS concentration was lowered to 2% in the first separation process. The SWCNT dispersion was prepared by sonication and ultracentrifugation in 2% SDS aqueous solution. The SWCNTs dispersion was used for the first separation as described in the manuscript, but the SDS concentration used in the equilibration and the wash of the column was changed to 2%. For the second separation, the SWCNT eluted from the fifth column of the first multicolumn separation was used. The second separation was conducted as described in the manuscript, but the DOC concentrations for the stepwise elution were changed from 0.02 to 0.06%, as shown in Supplementary Figure 3 . Consequently, both (+)-and (-)-enantiomers for (9,1) and (8, 3) were newly obtained.
Separation of larger diameter enantiomers.
To obtain larger diameter single-chiral SWCNT enantiomers, the unadsorbed SWCNTs fraction obtained from the first multicolumn separation was used as the starting material for the second separation. A net weight of 100 mg of SWCNT powder in 100 ml of 2% SDS solution was sonicated for 6 hours, followed by ultracentrifugation, as described in the manuscript. The prepared SWCNT dispersion was applied to the 4 columns of the multicolumn separation setup. The separation was repeated seven times, and the final unadsorbed fraction was used for the second separation. For the second separation, the same amount of 2%
